Abstract. We all know that wireless communication plays a crucial role in the success of high-speed rail operation. If we apply cognitive radio (CR) technology to individual in high-speed rail, it may raise some problems such as blind learning and frequent channel switch. In this article, we propose to embed the CR technology into base station which called cognitive base station (CBS). Each time, the CBS is qualified to sense all spectrums and choose the best one for individual. The proposed CBS implements reinforcement learning to adapt to environment condition and learn from experience. Finally we prove this model can significantly reduce the frequency hopping.
Cognitive Base Station Model
Our proposed CBS is capable of CR technology, which has four spectrum management function: spectrum sensing, spectrum mobility, spectrum decision and spectrum sharing [8, 9] . Each time, it senses all spectrums and obtains the corresponding states. Then it chooses the most available spectrum hole based on a certain criteria for individuals. Once it has detected PUs, it will take actions. Figure 1 shows the CBS architecture. The cognitive engine is the intelligent part which performs CR technology. The policy engine receives the information from cognitive engine and the learning results as return. We deploy the CBS along the railway. Each CBS agent has the same spectrum bands and its own PUs. The spectrum band is indexed as ∈ , = {1,2, … … , }. is the number of spectrum. We denote individuals as CR agents. The CBS agents assign spectrums independently to the CR agents in the range. A choice of spectrum by the CBS agent is essentially the choice of the frequency represented by . In each slot time, CBS monitors all spectrums especially the chosen one [10] .
Spectrum Management Based Cognitive Base Station

The Reinforcement Learning
Reinforcement learning (RL) [11] is the problem faced by an agent that must learn behavior through trial-and error interactions with a dynamic environment [12] . Q-Learning is a popular technique in RL which uses an iteration update method to build a policy. A learning agent observes states and rewards from external environment, learns, decides and conducts actions based on these observation [13, 14] . The formula of Q-learning is as follow:
(1) where (1) ∈ represents state which is observed by the agent from its operating environment, (2) ∈ represents action which may affect the state, (3) ∈ is the reward which is the positive or negative effects of an action, (4) 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1 represents discount factor, (5) 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 represents learning rate.
Application to Cognitive Base Station
Cognitive base station is a learning agent, denoted . As we mentioned above, the CR network consists of CBS agents and CR users. Each CBS has its own primary users and spectrum bands, denoted and respectively. For each CBS, we define:
} as a set of states, M is the number of spectrum,
, . . . , ℎ_ _ ℎ , _ } , as a set of actions. At a particular time and a particular state, the CBS will take action according to learning results to either switch channel or transmit, (3) ⃗ = {5, −15} as a set of rewards which is the estimate for spectrum usage availability on a CBS agent. If a PU's activity occurs in the spectrum shared by any CR user, and in the slot same selected for transmission, then a high penalty of -15 is assigned. If a packet is successfully transmitted from the sender to receiver, and a reward of +5 is assigned, which is found experimentally to give the best results.
At time t, the state of CBS i is , ∈ ⃗⃗⃗⃗ . In the next time slot, it first senses all spectrums. Then renews the state-action value according to reinforcement learning scheme. Finally it takes action according to the situation of . Figure 2 illustrates the proposed process.
Performance Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our CBS with reinforcement learning (CR-RL) scheme with a comparison to CBS with Round-Robin (CR-RR) scheme. The Round-robin (RR) scheme is a typical way in GSM-R system which employs the principle that once a spectrum is not available, the agent switches to next channel in equal portions and in circular order. Figure 3 shows the simulation topology. Below, we report results of our experiment that is performed in our NS-2 platform. We first validate the CBS with reinforcement learning. Figure 4(a) shows an example about the distribution of spectrums occupancy on the CBS with 5 spectrums. Figure 4(b) and 4(c) show the average rewards received by CBS agent across all spectrums using the CBS-RL scheme. The result in Figure 4 (b) shows that after learning over 1000 epochs. Channel 5 receives the largest positive reward of approximately +5.5, while Channel 1, 2, 3 and 4 gets a reward of approximately -11.8, +0.7, -5.1 and +3.3. The results indicate that our approach pushes the CBS agents to gradually achieve higher positive rewards and choose more suitable spectrum for their transmission. The results also indicate that the reward tends to be suitable to the distribution of spectrums occupancy. A similar trend is observed in Figure 4 (c), with Channel 10 receiving the highest average reward of approximately +5.2. Then compare the cumulative number of channel switching with CBS-RL and CBS-RR. The result in Figure 4(d) shows the average number of channel switches for the small topology. We observe that after learning, the CBS-RL scheme tends to decrease number of channel switching to 35, while CBS-RR keeps the channel switches to approximately 45. For the large topology in Figure 4 (e), the CBS-RL scheme reduces the channel switches to 58, while CBS-RR keeps the channel switches approximately 102. The results indicate that our proposed CBS-RL approach can keep the channel switches lower than the CBS-RR approach. 
Conclusion
Applying CR to railway is cutting edge of the world. To improve the performance of wireless communication in high-speed rail, we propose to embed CR technology into base station. Our experiment shows that CBS with reinforcement learning scheme can reduce frequency hopping.
